We’re 10Clouds, a top international design and development company, named as one of the Fastest Growing Technology Companies in Central Europe by Deloitte and Financial Times. We’re helping our clients change the world through technology. We have a team of 100+ experienced developers and designers and provide a wide range of services related to web & mobile development and product design. In our work, we use blockchain, machine learning and data science in order to address the business needs of our customers.

NEW FORM OF DIGITAL ADVERTISING: 10 times more effective. Measurable. No banner blindness. Evades adblocks. Multiplies Publishers’ revenue!

At AIDA Diagnostics, we use data collected by healthcare units. Thanks to the use of machine learning, we can optimize the use of certain resources. AIDA engine allows you to quickly manage the results of laboratory tests, and our ready-made AIDA Blood cap allows you to use these tests to optimize the use of blood.
ANDRA offers a complete solution based on M2M/IoT communications to optimize processes at different levels of utility supply such as energy, water, heat, and gas. The process optimization is done by collecting data through telemetry equipment (meters and sensors) and wireless connectivity devices. Systems including advanced terminals and routers that provide data recording, automatic meter reading and sending alarms. The experience in the M2M sector confirmed sales of more than 350,000 IoT modems and routers. Highly qualified engineers allow us to solve any problem and provide support at every stage of the implementation and operation of our products.

App’N’Roll is a venture building company that specializes in web and mobile app design & development. We’ve spent years building world-class products and companies. Our team is composed of a great mix of talent, skill, passion and sense of humour. We are looking for startups which might be in need of business development, IT and design support.

Aribo is a B2B gamification tool that helps boost customer engagement through funny and challenging campaigns that can be made without Coding or programing work – so companies can easily use gamification in their marketing strategies. What is more, Aribo uses technologies like AR, XR, AI, Geolocation and much more to help to build amazing game scenarios. Aribo means gamification easy like never before.

Location: A 213; Nov 6
Axence has been providing professional solutions for the comprehensive management of IT infrastructure for companies and institutions all over the world for more than 14 years. Our flagship product, Axence nVision®, responds to the key needs of IT administrators and security officers in the scope of network and user monitoring, hardware and software inventory, remote technical support, data protection against leakage and analyzing productivity at work. It enables the management to optimize the operating costs of any IT infrastructure, regardless of its size. It is used by over 3500 regular clients worldwide.

BOWWE is an intelligent growth platform for small and medium-size businesses. Artificial Intelligence makes BOWWE an additional employee of the company who advises and conducts activities in the area of acquiring, maintaining and building customer loyalty 24h/day. We are looking for investors and partners such as banks, telecoms, insurance companies, agencies and others that works with SMEs.

Location: B-507; Nov 7

CinematicVR is a Polish, B2B-oriented XR production studio. We use virtual & augmented reality to showcase products and services of our clients. Our team consists of experienced filmmakers and developers working with transmedia / VR / AR / and interactive storytelling. We develop advanced, interactive applications for all platforms, produce VR videos and live streams for marketing and training purposes.
ChallengeRocket is a recruitment & talent analytics platform enabling the delivery of ready-to-hire IT specialists via programming challenges. Detailed AI insight into candidates' skills allows for better data-driven hiring decisions. Companies use ChallengeRocket as their core hiring tool to get a constant stream of vetted candidates (software developers, engineers, data scientists) and to meet their recruitment KPI's with less cost.

Location: A 402; Nov 6

Codahead provides custom software development, Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things services. Our solutions changed the way people do handle money, retailers sell in seconds, automotive makes connected cars, sports clubs engage fans and more. We based in Cracow, Poland and we are working with Enterprise and Mid-market customers from both United States and Europe.

DelayFix is an internet platform for consumer rights with a current focus on the airline industry. We are revolutionizing legal services for airline passengers. DelayFix is looking forward to establishing itself as the Nr. 1 player in CEE.
We are a software engineering and consulting company, providing high-quality programming services to the mobile, IT, Fintech, Automotive and Aviation industries. Our portfolio encompasses mobile content, mobile and web apps, cloud solutions, connected cars infotainment systems integration, accompanied by e-commerce and social networking platforms. We are also focused on Blockchain solutions, have introduced a few interesting projects within the last 2 years.

SportCode is the owner of the Footbalcode.eu brand - a portal that comprehensively supports sports clubs in the organization of sports camps (especially for football clubs). The company organizes sports camps overall, and the portal connects two interested parties (sports clubs and accommodation / training facilities) similar to booking.com.

Finalrentals is an online marketplace for car rentals search and comparison and booking. You have access to more than 500,000 cars around the globe. You can rent a car on web as well as mobile using the awesome mobile app. Book your car now.
IC COMPLEX is an innovative start-up supporting sales and all other business processes on the Manufacturer – Distributor - Customer line. Bespoke modules of IC COMPLEX are the leading solution on the European market, meeting the expectations of the largest companies in the Fenestration Industry. IC COMPLEX competitive advantage is in particular the "know-how" on both modern technology (Internet, mobile), and the fenestration industry.

IC Solutions' mission can be defined in two words by Invisible Computing (IC) - their vision is to create and implement IT projects that change the world of analogue to digital in an unassailable way. IC Solutions provides the IC Pen system - a platform that can collect data from a variety of interfaces - documents filled in with a digital pen on paper, style on the tablet or signed on a Wacom device.

Tappest Sp. z o.o. is promoting MooseFS Pro, which is a breakthrough concept in the Big Data storage industry. It allows us to combine data storage and data processing in a single unit using commodity hardware thereby providing an extremely high ROI. Through this innovative approach, we provide professional services and expert advisory for storage solutions as well as implementation and support for all operations.
ITMAGINATION helps its clients innovate by providing professional innovation consulting, software development services, data analytics and outsourcing. Established in 2008 in Warsaw, the company is one of the fastest growing technology companies in Central and Eastern Europe, ranked in Deloitte Fast 50 CE and in FT1000: Europe’s Fastest Growing Companies by Financial Times. ITMAGINATION specializes in services and solutions for banks, financial institutions and companies operating in commerce, construction, energy and technology industries.

We’re Macopedia, a craft-driven company that builds exceptional web, mobile and eCommerce products. From product design to post-launch maintenance, we deliver omnichannel commerce B2B/B2C solutions for enterprises from various sectors and industries. We’re into long-term partnerships and creating products that wow digital audiences. We guide our clients through digital product design all the way and bring solid technical expertise to the table based on Magento e-commerce, TYPO3 CMS, Progressive Web Applications (PWA), Akeneo (PIM) and Odoo (CRM/ERP).

PimEyes is the largest and the most sophisticated face search engine in the world. You can search Internet resources by uploaded people images. Then, PimEyes will check its own huge database containing over 500 millions unique faces at the moment for websites that contain images with given face. It’s powerful technology, ready to solve problems in different industries around the world.

Location: A 214; Nov 6
Polcode is an international full-cycle software house specializing in PHP, RoR, Magento, Angular, Laravel, Symfony and WordPress. We have completed over 1,300 projects for 800+ businesses of all sizes worldwide so far. We have over 150 professionals on board, including certified developers, UX designers, project managers, admins, client service support team, and QA team. With a 99% job success rate on Upwork and a 5-star rating on Clutch, we know how to code to make your project work.

Placeme is an online tool that delivers comprehensive metrics on customer behavior in the offline world, helping sales and marketing teams in daily decision making. We combine unique data sets with our expertise in machine learning to provide answers to customer questions through the intuitive application. We can help you understand surroundings of your existing POS, indicate which particular location is the best for your business, predict income and traffic, optimize leaflets distribution or outdoor campaigns, and much more.

Location: A 203

Product Camp is the biggest Product & UX Conference in the Central & Eastern Europe. We focus on all facets of digital product design & management. We started as a local initiative in 2014, and grew into one of the most important product design events in the region.
Proexe is a trusted technological partner, recognized by Clutch.co as one of the top software houses in Poland. Our mission is to develop winning IT and VOD/OTT solutions for various businesses to enable people around the world to experience great products or services in mobile reality. At Web Summit 2019 we’re going to show you how companies can create unforgettable digital entertainment through a custom-made, scalable, and mobile friendly TV platform.

**Location: A114**

We believe that our true intentions are expressed more by the places we visit rather than the websites we surf. Thus, we help our clients utilize users’ current and historic location context to create an effective and relevant communication channel for the both sides.

Artegence is a software agency working tirelessly to create a unique blend of customer focused ideas and robust technology implementation. In a nimble process we deliver seamless user experience and cutting-edge technology. Starting from an MVP or deep diving into full product Artegence is ready to provide consultancy, research, UI/UX, front-end and back-end implementation as well as the maintenance and future development. We get it done.

Take Task is a Field Force automation platform with advanced confirmation of tasks fulfillment by replacement of paper forms and checklists with one comprehensive mobile app. Our Field Force automation is used by Retail, Convenience, Petrol Stations also for Merchandise & Promotion, Replenishment, Store Operations. Use of our solution prevents hazards at your shops and restaurants and helps to ensure brand standards. We aim to help retailers and other companies with dispersed labor force to simplify management of their tasks and to make sure that all of them are carried out to the highest standards.
SALESmanago is an all-in-one marketing automation platform powered with AI & machine learning engine. System offers omnichannel communication with 1-to-1 offer recommendations and advanced personalization capabilities. The platform is designed to improve effectiveness of marketing and sales campaigns to drive growth of Customer Lifetime Value. SALESmanago is used by over 10 000 B2C and B2B companies in over 40 countries, including Lacoste, Yves Rocher, Starbucks and huge number of SMB companies.

We are an experienced technology company specializing in the implementation and maintenance of advanced IT systems of the EPM, Intranet and Document Automation class. These solutions allow to organize business processes, tasks and internal communication of the enterprise. Regardless of the size and industry, you can increase your business efficiency and your projects will contribute to a radical profits increase.

Triggo is the first car which doesn't get stuck in traffic jams and can park in tiny spaces. It is fully-electric and designed for the new urban mobility services: car-sharing and robo-taxi. Triggo is looking for investors in round A to produce new cars and quickly scale across in the European Union.
VersaBox is the supplier of a smart intralogistics platform Autonomy@Work, which is the answer to the challenges of Industry 4.0. Autonomy@Work is a combination of advanced autonomous mobile robots and software for managing multi-robot processes. It is a safe and easy system to implement, which allows full integration with customers' hardware facilities and software infrastructure. Autonomy@Work solves the problem of labour shortage, reduces costs, as well as enables efficiency improvements through the implementation of a new generation of agile production processes. The system has already been successfully implemented by VersaBox's customers. Versabox is looking for investors to syndicate in round A to rapidly scale across the CEE and European Union.

VIRO is a breakthrough set of addictive fitness gamification technologies which increase people's physical activity to improve their life. VIRO combines fitness with gaming and will disrupt the fitness market. It has a great potential both on B2B and B2C markets and tends to be the Facebook or Uber of the fitness Industry.

VoiceFinder S.A. is developing company acting in modern biometric Technologies branch. We create and implement authors’ solutions by systems of identification of the speaker and discernment of the speech technologies. Worked out solutions are directed first and foremost to firms and institutions propertied customer’s call centres or storing recording in sound file shape.

Location: A-219; Nov 7
WEARFITS is the 3D and AR virtual internet fitting room for e-commerce with comfort and size advisor, improving online shopping process of clothing and footwear. Our technology provides photorealistic clothing visualization and animation on customer silhouettes. We have also developed an innovative foot scanning technology for footwear market allowing for getting accurate dimensions based just on smartphone video recording.

We believe that buying clothing and footwear online can be more convenient than in reality. Apparel e-commerce is struggling with returns and lacks in presentation. Internet fitting room solves that by trying-on and size fitting on-line in 3D and AR.

Location: A 737; Nov 6

To WEBCON, “digital transformation” isn’t a buzzword. We provide a platform that allows to build scalable, process-centric, low-to-no-code applications, equally at home online or on premises, happily used on both desktops and mobile devices. Our unique InstantChange™ technology lets customers adapt and evolve business processes to address changing needs immediately and painlessly.